
 

Errata in Music Braille Code 1997 

The marginal numbers are the relevant page numbers in MBC-97. Publication of this list has been approved 
by the Braille Authority of North America (BANA). 

5.	 In Table 1(A) following the listing for eighth notes, insert this entry: “Dot after a note or rest: (dot 3).” 
10.	 In Table 7 the braille following “Two notes:” and also following “Three notes:” should conclude with dot 

3 (not dot 6). 
18.	 In Table 15(C), in the print, the second mordent after “Inflected upper mordent” and the second one 

after “Inflected lower mordent” should be extended mordent symbols. 
21.	 In Table 16(B) the first and last cells of the braille following “Da capo or D.C.” should contain dots 345 

(word signs, not literary parentheses). 
22.	 In Table 18, at the bottom of the page, “A comma ‘” should be changed to “Full or half breath sign,” 

and the sign (6, 34) should be added. 
26.	 In Table 20(B) the first cell of the sign following “Pedal up immediately after following note is struck” 

should be dot 5 (not dot 6). 
53.	 In Paragraph 5.2 the reference in the second sentence should be to Par. 4.1 (not 5.1). 
92.	 In Paragraph 12.5 the first braille sign shown should have only two cells (456, 14, not 456, 14, 14). 
95.	 In Example 12.7-1 the octave mark for the first note of the second measure should be third octave, not 

second octave (456, not 45). 
97.	 In Example 12.9-2 a simple slur should follow each of the first three appoggiaturas.  In the second 

measure, dots 14 should be inserted after the grace notes A sixteenth, B sixteenth and C eighth 
(preceding the trill sign). 

97.	 In the simulated braille of Example 12.10-1 the value of the first note should be a sixteenth note (not a 
half note). 

103.	 In the print for Example 15.2.1-1(b) each of the two eighth note appoggiaturas should have a slash 
through its flag, as is illustrated for the short appoggiatura in Table 15 on page 17. 

104.	 In Example 15.3.1-1 a dot 6 should be added before the sharp sign at the beginning of the second 
measure. 

115.	 In Paragraph 16.16 the reference in the second sentence should be to Example 22.23-1 (not 22.24-1). 
123.	 In Example 16.19-1 the phrase “sempre f.” should be enclosed between word signs (dots 345) (not 

literary parentheses (2356)). 
158.	 In Paragraph 20.7.3 the sign for the modified pedal-up should be shown as dots 5, 16, 14 (not 6, 16, 

14). 
159.	 In Example 20.7.3-2 the eighth cell from the end of the example should be dot 5 (not 6). 
207.	 In the simulated braille of Example 23.9-1 a dot 5 should precede the word-sign for the expression 

“sim.” 
234.	 In Example 24.13.2-1 the chord symbol for B-flat should be moved one cell to the right. 
251.	 In Example 26-1 the last cell in the fourth line of braille should be dots 256 (a literary period, not dots 

156). 
278.	 In Example 27.23.1-1 the seventh character (following the B quarter note) should be dot 5 (not dot 2). 
289.	 In the print for Example 28.12-1 every note should be one step lower.  In the braille for the same 

example the fourth cell from the end of the first music line should be dots 1346 (an eighth rest, not 
dots 346), and the slur after the B-eighth note in the same line should follow the doubled third interval 
sign (not precede it). 

290.	 In Example 28.14-1 the word sign expression “sim.” in measure 67 should be preceded by dot 5. 
292.	 In Example 28.17-1, in the fourth line of simulated braille, the first character of the word “legatissimo” 

should be dots 123 (not dots 456). 
293.	 In Example 28.18-1 there should be a dot 5 preceding the half rest at the end of the left hand part in 

the first measure. (Like the preceding eighth and quarter rests, it too is transcriber-added.) 
296.	 In Example 28.22-1 the marginal measure number in the braille should be 508 (not 580). 
302.	 In Example 29.3-1 the five cells that are shown at the margin as the last braille line should instead be 

at the end of the preceding line, following a measure-bar space. 
341.	 In the Index of Signs, under Sign 60, the entry from “Pedal up immediately after note or chord (20B) 

158” (that appears as the fifth entry on page 345, under Sign 63) should be inserted immediately 
following the entry for “Dotted-line slur.” The first cell of the relocated sign should be dot 5 (not dot 6). 

345.	 The fifth entry under Sign 63 should be deleted. 


